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Investing for the long haul requires a diversifi ed portfolio that can successfully navigate the ups 
and downs of full market cycles. With the aim to build a more durable portfolio, the PMC Liquid 
Endowment Portfolios reach beyond asset classes to encompass a mix of investment approaches: 
strategic, tactical and alternative. The result is a better diversifi ed portfolio and an approach that 
can respond and adapt to varied market conditions.

Power to the Portfolio

The Liquid Endowment Portfolios are a series of fi ve multi-manager portfolios that draw on PMC’s core strengths: asset allocation, manager 
research, and portfolio construction. Intended as a comprehensive solution, these portfolios are a compelling alternative to a conventional stock 
and bond approach. And, by seeking to manage risk and deliver enhanced risk-adjusted return potential, these portfolios can help investors to 
build wealth over longer time horizons.

Diversifi cation by Investment Strategy Intelligent Implementation Flexible UMA Technology

Strategic allocations capture broad market 
performance across global asset classes 

“Best-of-breed” manager selection based on 
objective, in-depth manager research

Access to a diverse range of investment vehicles 
through one account

Liquid alternative strategies provide an additional 
source of diversifi cation 

Professional PMC oversight and systematic 
rebalancing 

Portfolios tailored to four asset minimum tiers, 
benefi ting a broad range of clients

Tactical strategies enable fl exibility to help mitigate 
downside risk

Cost-effi cient Alpha/Beta model Full transparency
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A New Paradigm of Portfolio Construction

Inspired by university endowment portfolio diversifi cation techniques, PMC developed a portfolio framework with the goal to endure varying 
market conditions. The endowment model recognizes that, aside from traditional stock and bond markets, there are other sources of return 
that can complement an investment policy. Based on that premise, and the need for risk mitigation in down markets, PMC combines a strategic 
allocation of global asset classes with a responsive component (tactical managers) and alternative strategies that strive to guard against rising 
correlations during market stress.

Core Diversifi cation Risk Mitigation Portfolio Responsiveness

Challenge Market leadership shifts from year to year, 
often rapidly.

Traditional asset class correlations rise 
during market stress, limiting the benefi ts 
of diversifi cation.

Severe down markets occur more frequently 
than investors expect.

Advantage Strategic allocations capture broad market 
performance across global asset classes 
through a buy-and-hold approach.

Liquid alternatives, which have a low 
correlation with equities, provide an 
additional source of return.

Tactical managers have the fl exibility to 
be positioned defensively to help mitigate 
downside risk1.

Asset Class & 
Strategy Examples

U.S. Equity & Fixed Income
Int’l Developed & Emerging Mkts 
REITs

Multi-Strategy
Hedged Equity
Unconstrained Bond

Top Down Macro
Momentum
Relative Strength

50% 25% 25%
Strategic Alternative Tactical

■ Risk Capital               ■ Fixed Income Capital

(20/80) (40/60) (60/40) (80/20) (100)

Conservative          Aggressive

1 Investing in certain securities may help to hedge against certain risks, but does not imply any guarantee from loss.

2 Risk Capital includes exposures to managers that invest in traditional equity securities, alternative forms of equity, and unconstrained tactical mandates. Fixed Income Capital includes exposures to  
 managers that invest in traditional fi xed income securities using either strategic or tactical approaches in addition to managers deploying alternative strategies in the fi xed income asset class.

The Factor-Enhanced Portfolio Construction Process

The 50% strategic, 25% tactical, and 25% alternative strategy allocations are applied to fi ve portfolios consisting of combinations of 
risk and fi xed income capital based on risk tolerance2.
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Intelligent Implementation

“Best-of-breed” Managers Cost-efficient Alpha/Beta Model Expert Oversight

•  Unbiased selection from entire universe of 
investment products

•  Objective and multi-factor due diligence 
process tailored for traditional, alternative, and 
tactical managers

•  Experienced and credentialed staff of 
investment analysts

•  Strategic portion of the portfolio is 
predominantly invested in passive funds to 
gain low-cost exposure (i.e. Beta) to the broad 
market

•  “Active” investment managers pursue 
opportunities to add value (i.e. Alpha) in 
alternative, tactical and inefficient asset 
classes

•   PMC’s seasoned Investment Committee 
oversees the process 

•  Portfolios are continually monitored to ensure 
allocations are maintained and systematically 
rebalanced

•  Managers are held accountable for results, 
meeting stated investment objectives and 
maintaining the integrity of their role in the 
overall portfolio

The Resulting Portfolio Composition
Sample Liquid Endowment Portfolio 60/40

  Multiple layers of portfolio diversification are 
further complemented by top tier managers 
and diverse investment vehicles.

Asset Class
■ Large Cap Growth

■ Large Cap Value

■ Small Cap Growth

■ Small Cap Value

■ Int’l Developed Mkts

■ Int’l Emerging Mkts

■ REITs

■ Short Bond

■ Intermediate Bond

Capital Markets
■ Risk Capital

■ Fixed Income Capital

Investment Strategy
Strategic

■ Tactical
■ Alternative

Alpha/Beta Model
■ Active
■ Passive
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Ultimate Flexibility = The Best Fit

The five Liquid Endowment Portfolios are available through the Envestnet Guided Portfolios program, which offers four asset minimum tiers. Each 
asset tier represents a distinct roster of active and passive investments that fit the Liquid Endowment framework. Only the most appropriate and 
cost-efficient investment vehicles are selected for the asset tier, enabling a broad range of investors to benefit from this thoughtful approach. 
Envestnet’s open architecture features the broadest possible pool of passive products and active managers in all areas of specialization.

This pamphlet is provided for informational and educational purposes only. It is not intended as and should not be used to provide investment advice and does not address or account for individual investor 
circumstances. All investments carry a certain risk and there is no assurance that an investment will provide positive performance over any period of time. Investment decisions should always be made based 
on the investor’s specific financial needs and objectives, goals, time horizon, and risk tolerance. The statements contained herein are based solely upon the opinions of Envestnet. All opinions and views 
constitute our judgments as of the date of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. Neither Envestnet nor its representatives render tax, accounting or legal advice. Past performance is 
not a guarantee of future results.

When investing in managed accounts and wrap accounts, there may be additional fees and expenses added onto the fees of the underlying investment products. For a complete description of all fees, costs 
and expenses please refer to the Envestnet Form ADV Part 2A or Form ADV Part 2A - Appendix 1 as applicable.

Diversification does not guarantee a profit or guarantee protection against losses. 

Alternative Investments may have complex terms and features that are not easily understood and are not suitable for all investors. You should conduct your own due diligence to ensure you understand the 
features of the product before investing. Alternative investment strategies may employ a variety of hedging techniques and non-traditional instruments such as inverse and leveraged products. Certain hedging 
techniques include matched combinations that neutralize or offset individual risks such as merger arbitrage, long/short equity, convertible bond arbitrage and fixed-income arbitrage. Leveraged products are 
those that employ financial derivatives and debt to try to achieve a multiple (for example two or three times) of the return or inverse return of a stated index or benchmark over the course of a single day. 
Inverse products utilize short selling, derivatives trading, and other leveraged investment techniques, such as futures trading to achieve their objectives, mainly to track the inverse of their benchmarks. As 
with all investments, there is no assurance that any investment strategies will achieve their objectives or protect against losses.

FOR ONE-ON-ONE USE WITH A CLIENT’S FINANCIAL ADVISOR ONLY.
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Asset Tier Minimum Investment Vehicle Mix

Tier I  $35k Mutual Funds (MFs), Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs)

Tier II  $200k MFs, ETFs, Fund Strategist Portfolios (FSPs)

Tier III  $500k Separately Managed Accounts (SMAs), MFs, ETFs, FSPs

Tier IV  $1 million SMAs, MFs, ETFs, FSPs


